Client Project
Georgian Inspiration at Burhill Golf Club
Gracing function rooms, a bespoke carpet from Wilton Carpets Commercial draws inspiration from the
stunning Georgian architecture and interior of the prestigious Burhill Golf Club in Surrey.

Burhill Golf Club Surrey

Imperial Hotel London
Client brief
Established in 1907, Burhill Golf Club boasts two 18 hole courses, with
its Georgian mansion house featuring function rooms for groups of up to
150 providing a stylish and relaxed venue for conferences, weddings and
events. Beautiful surroundings are complemented by dedicated service
and award-winning cuisine that has built Burhill a tremendous reputation
for outstanding food quality and presentation.

Creative approach
Drawing inspiration from the stunning Georgian architecture and interior
of the prestigious Burhill Golf Club in Surrey, the bespoke carpet gracing
busy function rooms features an intricate design that continues the elegant,
traditional feel of the previous carpet. An elaborate trellis design in soft rustorange, pale gold and light blue is merged with bordered inlaid sections
of swirls and florals. Woven as merged designs, the carpet was created to
fit the exact layout of each room, showcasing fine attention to detail, and
enhances the existing wall décor and plush soft furnishings.

“I approached Wilton Carpets Commercial to create the carpet for Burhill
Golf Club due to the design team’s ability to construct exceptional patterns
quickly and accurately to meet production deadlines,” explains Andy Ward
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of specifiers CD Northern. “Burhill Golf Club required a specific look; the
previous carpets had a traditional feel and a high specification that needed
to be replicated in the new designs. Wilton Carpets Commercial delivered
this brief to perfection, and the client is extremely happy with the finished
carpet.”

Solution delivered
Created by the Wilton Carpets Commercial design team and specified by
CD Northern, the 400 square metres of bespoke 10 row axminster carpet
helps to create an opulent atmosphere and delivers a coordinated look for
the Members’ Clubhouse, Lounge, Function Room and Conference Room.
Crafted from a high performance blend of 80% wool and 20% nylon, the
carpet ensures impressive levels of durability and resilience, and offers
superb design and colour clarity and appearance retention.

For more information, please contact your local representative;
or the sales office on: 01722 746000, sales@wiltoncarpets.com.
The Wilton Carpet Factory Limited, Minster Street, Wilton, Wiltshire SP2 0AY, UK

